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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on an experimental study of the effcctivcn~ss of high
order nwnerical methods applied to linear ell iptic partial different i;ll
equations whose solutions have singularities or similar difficulties (e. 1-:_
boundary layers, sharp peaks). Three specific hypotheses <lre cst;lb I j s]ll·d \~ i l II
high levels of statistical confidence to support the general conclusion: Tlll,t'(,
is a strong correlation bet\~een the order of a method <lnd its efriLicllLy. lJil~h
er order is better.
Key words: elliptic partial differential equations, software eV:lluatillll
numerical methods comparisons, finite differences, biclihil'.
collocation, FFT, Hodie method, Oyakanov metholl
2III (;II onDER METIIODS FOI~ ELLIPTIC PARTIAL 111FFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
WITH SINGULARITIES
E.N. 1l0USTlS* and J.R. RICE**
t. mE EXPERIMENT. This paper reports on an experimental study of
the effectiveness of high order numerical methods applied to elliptic
partial differential equations whose solutions have singularities
OL" $imilar difficulties (e.g. boundary layers, sharp peaks). It is
commonly helieved that high order methods perform poorly for such
problems; we present evidence that shows almost beyond doubt that
high order methods are more effective than low order methods for
Unear, elliptic. nearly singular partial differential equations on
J·cctang.ular domains.
The experiment performed was as follows: A set of 37 partial
JjfferentiaJ equations problems (PDEs) was chosen whose solutions
exit ib i. t sj ngul adties or near singularities. See Appendix One for
more Jetails. The POEs are from the population of [Rice et al, 1980]
,1lIJ ;lrc JescribcJ in Appendix One. The eight programs used and the
IIlctllOuS they implemented are described in the following table, the
refcrenccs cited provide further details.
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Ordinary second ordeT finite differellced
[Forsythe and I~asow, 1969J; Gall:>:> cl imilla-
tion [Dongarra et aI, 1979J
Fourth order collocation with IlcI'lIlite hi ~
cubics [Houstis et aI, 1977]; GallS:> c I jill j 11:1 -
tion [Oongarra et aI, 1979J
Ordinary second order finite difference:>;
iteration \~i th generali'led march ing a I )..:01'-
ithm and conjugate gradient method. [1I;ll1k,
1977J
Oyakanov CG with Richardson cxtrapol;lt iurl
to achieve fourth order accuracy lllank, 1~I77j
Fourth order finite di ffeTencc IIlethod I Lyndl
and Rice, 1978], [Boisvert, 1979J; (;au:>:>
elimination [Dougarra et aI, 1979]
Ordinary second order finite J i ffcn'llI.:cs
plus the Fast Fourier Tran:>fOTIIl II rOilS t i s
and Papatheodorou, 1979], fllockncy, 1~J71]
Fourth order finite difference mcthoJ pIllS
the Fast Fourier Transform [lIou:>ti:> :lnd
Papatheodorou, 1979J
Sixth order finite difference method plus
the Fast Fourier Transform [lloust i S alld
Papatheodorou, 1979J
No one program is applicable to all the POEs. Each WOIS :Ipp! ied to
the PDEs for a sequence of rectangular meshes and st<ltistics collected ahullt
the performance and errors achieved, This was carried out using the EJ.I.I'ACK
system [Rice, 1977] which ensures uniform measurements and tre;ltment of ,J J I
methods. The associated system for the evalu<.ltion of softW:JTC for p;lrti .. 1
differential equations [Boisvert, Houstis and Rice, 1979J wa~ used ['OJ' ! Ill'
automatic generation of the problems and collection of the dat.,!.
The methodology used in this experiment is th'lt dest.:rihcd ill
[Rice, 1979J ;1JI1i {iloustis anti Rice, 19/')OAJ. One can olJtaill till' Jt'I;lirs
that define the experiment from the refercncc:> c i tell.
4r 1. TilE PERrOR~1ANCE DATA. The basic measure of performance is the amount
of cOlllputer time required to obtain a given level of accuracy in the nwnerical
solution. The uccuracy is measured as the maximum absolute error on the
H.'l:tangular lIlesh (ERR-NODES) of the method divided bythernaximum absolute
V<lllW 01' the PDE solution. Duc to the discrete nature of the choice of
IIleslles> one c<Jnnot obtain a specified accuracy exactly> so least squares
straight 1 inc Fits to the data (on a log-log plot) are used to interpolate
CUlilputer times for three levels of accuracy: 5%, .5% and .05%. The slopes
or thl:Sl' Jines estimate the rate of convergence. The nature of the data
;ltIJ the :Jppropriateness of this approach can be judged from Figures 1. 2 and 3
where olle each of the good, fair and poor data sets is plotted. The regular-
it}' ot' "the data behavior is rated (subjectively) as good for 30. fair for 6
:lIld poor for I PUE. The subjective ratings of the data for distinguishing
lhe pnJg,r:lms Llrc good for 26, fair for 9 and poor for 2 POEs.
The programs aTc ranked according to their use of computer time to
aell Leve the three specified levels of accuracy. Rankings seem to be the
lImsl robust mcasure of performance because averages are tremendoulsy affected
by ;] fc\~ cxceptional problems and the problem accuracies are somewhat
inCOIIICllsuratc in any case, The pairwise average rankings are given in Tables
1-,1 1'01' the slopes and three accuracy levels. The comparisons are made pair-
\~i ~;c for all the POEs where possible (a few data aTe missing for extraneous
I'l';I:-;OIlS as noted in Appendix One). This approach gives the most robust
comparative evaluation of the programs. See [Hollander and Wolfe. 1973J for
the Jlon-parulIlc"tric statistical tests to be applied to such data. This data
is disclissed in the next section, but it is apparent that the standard


































Figure 1: The data obtained for POE 7-1. This is typical of the l"l'J-:ul<ll"ily





































FilJ,urc I· The datu for PDE 10-4. This is fair data; note that several






























-2.000 -1.50 . LOG TLTIM
Figure 3: The data for PDE 39-4. This is the least conclusive dilt;1 !"Ol"
any problem attempted.
8The U:lt<l ill Tables 1-4 arc completely objective in that they are
computed mechanically from the raw data. Table 5 contains rankings based
on suhjective overall evaluations of the methods for each PDE.
The entries in Tables 1-5 is in the format
A N
R C
A ~ I\verage rank of method in the column (I. 00 ~ best)
1\ ~ Average rank of method in the TO"""
N Number of PDEs in comparison
L COil f i tlcnce Jevel in difference , C% (only C=90 J 99 done)
Tht· plots for each PDE (such as Figures 1-3) were examined visually and
the performance of the programs ranked for each PDE. This data is given in
i\[lpclHljx Two and the average of the subjective ranks in Table 5. Subjective
F;Il'tors that cnter this ranking include consistaney of behavior and tentative
extrapolation to accuracies not covered by the data. Equal ranks are given
,,,hell the performance Nas about the same.
Ill. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
The ideal hypothesis to be tested in this experiment is:
.llil1.h order methods are more effective than low order methods for the
JlulIlerjcal solution of linear, elliptic PDEs on rectangles and which
lwvc singUlarities or near singularities.
We i,;;lnllot test this hypothesis because we do not have a well-defined pop-
ulation of "high order" and "low order" methods. Indeed, so many things
affect performance that it is unlikely that the order of the method is so dominant
lila l a 11 other cons j derations may be neglected. In other words, if ordinary
secolld order finite differences is worse than (or better than) fourth order
t:o I I (lca t ion wi t:h bicubic Hermite polynomials, one cannot as sume the difference
9Table 1· SLOPE COMPARISONS FOR SINGULAR PROBLEMS: EUR-NODES ys. Tl ME
Collocation 1. 7S 281. 25 99
Dyakanov I. 83 24 1. 4S 201.17 99 1. 55
Dyakanov-4 1. 79 24 I. 80 20 1.67 271. 21 99 1. 20 99 1. 2:; 90
FFT-2 2.00 16 1.60 15 1. 74 19 1.68
19
1.00 99 1.40 1.26 90 1.32
Hodie 1.90 21 1. 78 18 1. 59 22 I. 73
22 1.61 18
1.10 99 1.22 90 1.41 I. 27 90 1.39
FTT-4 2.00 16 1. 93 15 1.89 19
1.68 19 1. 9S 19 1.94 IS
1.00 99 1.07 99 1.11 99 1. 32 1.05 99 1.06 99
FFT-6 2.00 14 1.92 12 2.00 16 I. 75 16 1. 94
16 2.00 15 1. ~H ](,
1.00 99 1.08 99 1.00 99 I. 25 90 1.06 99 1.00 99 I. I ~ 99
5 C 0 04 F2 II j:'1
The colums use the abbreviations
5 = 5-POINT STAR
C = P3-Cl COLLOCATION
o = DYAKANOV CG
D4 = DYAKANOV CG-4
F2 = FFT9 (IORDER=2)
H = HOOlE HELMHOLTZ
F4 = FFT9(10ROER=4)
10
Table 2: :'~6 LEVEL COMPARISONS FOR SINGULAR PROBLEMS: ERR-NODES V5. TIME
Col Lociltion I.:? I 281. 79 99
lIY:lk;lllov
1. 58 24 1. 7S 20
1.'12 1. 2S 90
IlY;lk;lrlov-/I 1./16 2·1 1.55 20 1. 41 27J. 54 1.45 1.59
1. HI 16 1.80 j5 2.00 19 2.00 19
FFT-:.! 1. 19 90 1. 20 90 1.00 99 1.00 99
lIod i l' 1. 90 21 1.78 IX 1.95 20 2.00 22 1.61 181.10 99 1.22 gO 1. as 99 1.00 99 I. 39
I .7':. 16 1.8U IS 2.00 19 2.00 19 I. 79 19 1.67 18FFT-/1 I. 25 90 1. 20 90 1.00 99 1.00 99 I. 21 90 1.33
1.86 14 1.83 12 2.00 16 2.00 16 1. 94 16 l.80 IS 1.69 16
r:I'T-h 1. III 99 1. 17 90 1.00 99 1.00 99 1.06 99 1.20 90 1. 31
5 C D O. F2 H F4
T:t1de 3: lin I.EVEL COMPARISONS FOR SINGULAR PROBLEMS: ERR-NODES vs. TIME
Col Illcal ion I.(d 2"I. 39
[lyaLlll0v
1 .79 24 1.65 20
1. 21 99 1. 3S
Ifr;lk;lllOV-/1
1. 78 2. 1. 70 20 1. 67 27
1. 21 99 1.30 90 1.33 90
FFI'-2 1. 94 16 1. B7 IS 1. 74 19 2.00 191.lJu 99 1.13 99 1.26 90 I. 00 99
I Jnl! i l' J .95 2J 1. 83 18 1.95 22 2.00 22 1.72 181.05 99 J. 17 99 1.05 99 1. 00 99 1. 28 90
FF'J'-,I 1 . ~)'l 16 1. 87 IS 2.00 19 2.00 19 1.84 19 1.83 18
1.06 99 1.13 99 1.00 99 1.00 99 1.16 99 1.17 99
FFT-h Z.110 14 1.83 12 2.00 16 2.00 16 1. 94 16 1.87 IS 1.94 16I .00 99 1. 1 7 90 1.00 99 1. 00 99 1.06 99 1.13 99 1.06 99
, C 0 O. F2 H F'
11
Table 4: 0.05% LEVEL COMPARISONS FOR SINGULAR PROBLEMS: ERR-NODE vs. TIME
Collocation 1.71 281.29 90
Dyakanov I. 83 24 1.55 201.17 99 1.45
Dyakanov-4 1. 79 24 1. 7S 20 1.67 271. 21 99 1. 25 90 1.33 90
FFT-2 2.00 16 1.87 15 2.00 19 1. 74 191.00 99 1.13 99· 1.00 99 1. 26 90
2.00 21 1. 83 18 1. 91 22 1. 91 22 1.72 18Hodie 1.00 99 1.17 99 1.09 99 1.09 99 1.28 90
2.00 16 2.00 15 2.00 19 2.00 19 I. 89 19 1.89 18FFT-4 1.00 99 1.00 99 1.00 99 1.00 99 1.11 99 1.11 99
2.00 14 I. 92 12 2.00 16 2.00 16 1. 94 16 1.93 15 1.9'1 It,FFT-6 1.00 99 1.08 99 1.00 99 1.00 99 1.06 99 1. 07 99 I.Dh' 99
5 C D D4 F2
"
H
Table 5: SUBJECTIVE COMPARISONS FOR SINGULAR PROBLE~1S: ERR-NODES vs. TIMJ:
Collocation 1.6 331.4
Dyakanov I. 89 27 1. 74 231.11 99 1.26 90
Dyakanov-4 I. 81 27 I. 76 23 1.72 271.19 99 1. 24 90 1.28 90
FFT-2 2.00 19 1.94 18 1.84 19 1. 84 191.00 99 1.06 99 1.16 99 I. 16 99
Hodie 2.00 23 1.90 21 1.96 23 2.00 23 1. 74 191.00 99 1.10 99 1.04 99 1.00 99 1. 26 90
FFT-4 2.00 19 2.00 18 2.00 19 2.00 19 1. 89 19 2.00 191.00 99 1. 00 99 1.00 99 1.00 99 1.11 99 1.00 99
FJ:T-l:l 2.00 16 2.00 16 2.00 16 2.00 16 2.0() '<> 2.00 16 2.nn ",1.00 99 1.00 99 I. 00 99 1.00 99 1.00 99 l.no 99 I.no !J~ I




ill performance is simply due to the difference in order of the methods. There
is also a width difference in the generality of the methods. S-POINT STAR
0I1l1.! 1'3-CI COLLOCATION implement methods that are applicable to any PDE \~hile
FFI'9 rcqui res a very special POE. The extent to \~hich the programs could be
;'pplicd is seen from Table 6 in the Appendix. There are several ways to
factor this aspect into a performance evaluation; we give evaluation in Tables
1~5 1.... l\ich ignore this aspect completely and then we test hypotheses below
whi~'h ITmovc most (but not all) of this aspect from the study.
'I'h('n.~ is also the difficulty that "numerical method" is not a preci.sely
dt'rincd object. The same method can lead to vastly different performances
just due to variations in the implementations. Thus, one can only compare
computel' programs, not methods. One intuitively feels that there is a
"good" implemcntatlon for any particular method even though it is unclear
Ih;lt this is truc in any prccise sense. So, it is natural to ask jf the
pl'lJ!:raIllS useu ill th.i s experiment are "good" implementations. All the
pl'oJ-:rams have been developed with considerable care for efficiency and some
11;1\1(' hecn shown to be superior to competing implementations (e.g., the foFT
lIlethods and the LJNrACK Gauss eliminations subroutines). The only knOlm
lad of eFficiency in these programs is for P3-Cl COLLOCATION. This program
\~as uevclopcd for the more general situiltion of non-uniform meshes on general
l!OI11;1jllS anu thus it does not take any advantage of the uniform mesh or the
tCIIS()I' product Iwturc of the bicubic Hermite polynomial basis. A recent
alwJysis [Eiscnstat, Schultz and Weiser, 1980] suggests that this lack degrades
tlw exccut iOll speed by a factor of perhaps 2 to 5. depending on the nature of
the Pili:, While this improvement would obviously improve collocation is position
ill this cvallwtioll. it Iwuld only strengthen the general conclusion of this
experiment allll not affect the actual hypotheses tested (as they do not involve
cnIIOC;I{ inn).
13
In order to eliminate as many irrelevant variables us possibLe, \~l: hrc,JI"
the ideal hypothesis into three separate hypotheses (all involve the same
problem population as above):
HI: The fourth order finite difference program HOOlE Aero is more cffil'il'l1t
than the ordinary second order finite differences, 5-I'OrNT STAn-.----------·.
H2 : cT~h~e~e~ftf=i=c~iie~n~c~y~r~a~niiik~s~OQfjt~htCtft~h~r~e=cIiF~F~.T~m~e~t~h~O}d§St·~af.rc,,-,'_f i rs.!..:_._~·yr!) ( 11lI:Jll:l( ·It)~econd: FFT9(TORDER=4) and last FFT9(IORDER 2).
H-3 : The fourth order DYAKANOV CG -4
order DYA~~OV CG program.
program is more efficient than the :il'l:Olld
The data from Tables 1-4 shows that HI is established with a cOllfjdcnc('
level greater than 99% in all four measures of efficiency. These data shm~s
that H2 is established with a confidence level greater than 99~" in six or the
eight measures, greater than 90% in one other measure and inconclusive in \"Il('
eighth, Even in the eighth measure (ffT9 (IURUtJ{::o) verses l'l'<!'!:l(lUIWI..:It::ljJ ;1 t
the 5% error level) the higher order program FFT-6 has average rank l.(l9
compared to average rank of 1.31 for the lower order program FFT-4. This
difference in rank of .38 just barely misses being large enough (.41) to h<lvt'
significance at the 90% level. H3 is established with confidence level ~rc;ltcl'
than 90% in three out of the four measures of efficiency and in the Fourth tIll'
average ranks are 1.41 and 1,59, respectively, for the fourth anti sel'OIlti ortlel'
method. Thus, in one performance measure, time required to achieve an CI'I'Ol' 01" :,'~
the ranks are close but tending to contradict H3.
The subjective data in Table 5 establishes HI and J12 with COllfitlCIlt"t~ level
greater than 99~ii and establishes H3 with confidence level greater than 90':..
We conclude that these three hypotheses are established with oVt.'l'wht'llllill,\~
confidence (HI), very strong confidence (H2] and strong confltlence (113),
The data in this experiment produces consitlerable cvitlencc tll'lt lhcsl' cij..thl













The eviJcm.:c for thi.s is displayed graphically in Figure 4 where Tables 1-5 are
SlIlIllIl'11- j ::cu by replacing numerical values by symbols as follO\~s:
• Ordering is as stated with 99% confidence
• Ordering is as stated \~ith 90% confidence
o Ordcring tends to be as stated, but less than 90~oi confidence
Ordering is opposite that stated, but less than 90% confidence
_ Ordering is opposite that stated Idth 90% confidence
... Ordering is opposite that stated with 99% confidence
or the 140 paiTl~.isc comparisons we sec that 94 support the ordering with 99%
COllri(il'llCC, 28 support the ordering with 90% confidence, 11 support the ordering
\~i til no confidence level, 6 contradict the ordering with no confidence level,
IHltIC contradict the ordering with 90% confidence and one contradicts the
onleriJ1g with 99% confidence.
It i~ no surprise that the most uncertainty is in the performance measure
of I imc to achieve the 5~;; error leveL Indeed, the support for the linear
orderillg is surprisingly strong con~;idering that one is achieving a very
nHJr,h ;ll:curacy on PDEs with a wide variety of erratic or singular behaviors.
The fact that 1'3-Cl COLLOCATION is definitely worse that S-POINT STAR at the
'"Ollgh accuracy level stands out as the one definite point contradicting this
unlel·ing. Thl~ cOIH:lusion is consistant with the previous comparison [Houstis
ct ;11, 1978J of these two methods. There, it was argued that collocation
the belte." of the t,qO overall because (i) P3-CI COLLOCATION is rarely much
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Figure 4: Graphical display of the evidence for the linear ordcrinl-: ill
performance of the eight methods. See text for exp1<lIl<ltiol1 or
the symbols.
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I',';-l:! COJ.I.OCATTON ;md (ii) the situation I.,.hcrc S-POINT STAn is better is one
\"Ill"n:: little l:omputation is required in either case.
The intuitive explanation for the relatively poor performance of eoHoea-
t JOIl Uti coarse me~hcs is that the span of the basis functions is then much
wider than the span of difference formulas which prevents the solution from
"isolating" a region of difficulty in the problem.
!'Ie close by stating our general conclusions from this study: For the pop-
ubt iolt of singular POEs considered there is a strong correlation between the
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APPENDIX ONE:
IS
THE :57 PDE PROBLEMS
The PDEs in this study taken from [Rice, Houstis and Dyksen, 1980J are:
~-l, 3-2, 7-1. 8-2, 9-1, 9-2, 9-3. 10-2, 10-3, 10-4, 10-7, 11-2,
11-3, 11-4, 11-5, 13-J, IS-I, 15-2, 17-1, 17-2, 17-3, 20-1, 20-2.
2l'i-2, 30-4, 30-8, 34-1, 35-1, 36-2, 39-2, 39-4, 44-2, 44-3, 47-2,
119-3, 51-1 J 54-1
The first number refers to the basic problem and the second to the selection
of the parameters. The 21 basic problems are presented below.
PROS 3 Artificial [13]
u + u = f
xx IT
OOM A I N unit square
Be u = 0
TRUE c (xo./2 _ x) (ya/2 _ y), c = 1/ (nO/ (I-a) _ '(11/ (l-a)}2
Operator: r...a.place
Right side: singular for a 2. 3
Boundary condition: Dirichlet, homogeneous
Parameter: 1 < a. < 5 adjusts singularity strength












Boundary condition: Dirichlet. homogeneous
Solution: Has logarithmic singularities at corners in













TRUE 'fJ (x)..p (y) where
x> .5+0. and <,1 (x) is
• 5-a<x< .5+a. SO!;J
'" (x) = 1 for x.::. . 5 - ex, = 0 for
a quintic polynomial for
has two continuous derivatives •
Operator: Laplace
Right side: Just continuous with a right angle ridge.
Boundary conditions: Dirichlet
Solution: Wave front along a right angle joining two
regions where it is constant.
Parameter: a adjusts width and sharpness of wave front.
PROS 9 Artifici"!











.5(cosh lOx/cosh 10 + cosh ay/cash 0)
Operator: Laplace
Right side: Strongly.peaked if a large, but entire.
Boundary condition: Dirichlet, homogeneous
Solution: Strongly peaked for large Q.
Parameters: a adjusts strength of the peak, B moves


















sin[a(x - y + 2)5/(1 + (x _ Y + 2)4)]
Operator: Laplace
Right side: Oscillatory, analytic
Boundary conditions: Dirichlet
Solution: Oscillatory
Parameter: a adjusts frequ~ncy of oscillations
20
PRO B 13 Artif~ci'"
«(1 + (x - .4)+U
x




DOM A I N unit square
DC u = 9
TRUE min [x+. 3 •. 7+.5 (x-.-1) + (x-. 4) 2/ (1+x2)] (1+ (y-l) 2e-Y j
:'>pcriltor: Self-adjoint, discontinuous coefficients.
Hight side: Line of singularities along x = 0.4
Doundary conditions: Dirichlet
Solution: Derivative in x is singular.
Parameter: None
~JRO 8 15 !'rtificial




e 222{y + cos(xy ) - l]x (x - 1)
Operator: Laplace plus nearly singular derivative term
Right side: Singularity in e - 1 y-derivative, nearly
singular for small y.
Boundary conditions: Dirichlet
Solution: Boundary layer at y=O, derivative singular.
Parameters: a r y adjust operator singularity, a adjusts












Right side: Large values for x near .15
Boundary conditions: Dirichlet
Solution: Sharp wave front near x '" .15,










f, yr., = "e Te
[11
DOMAIN (0,.5] x [0,.75]
BC u = 9
,TRUE 10,?,{x)<P{y) + a where <P (x) =
2
-lOO(x-.5) (2 )e x - x
, .
,Operator: Helmholtz type, approximates nonl1neari operator.
IRight side: Sharp, large values ncar x '" y '" .5.
Boundary conditions: Dirichlet, homogeneous.
Solution: T has a peak at x = y = .5.
Parameter: a adjusts singularity of operator.
21
PROB 28 ,\rtifidal
if 0 2.x,'1 < .5
other-lise
(wu) + (wu) = 1 whcr~ w = a
x x y y
" 1DOMAIN [-I,ll x [-I,ll
Be u = a
TRUE unknown
Operator: Self-adjoint, discontinuous coefficients.
Right side: Constant
Boundary conditions: .Dirichlet, homogeneous
Solution: Approximate solutions gi\~n for a = I, 10,
100. Strong wave fronts for a» 1.
Parameter: a adjusts siz~ of discontinuity in operator
coefficients which introduces large, Shilrp jumps in
solution.
PRO 8 4 30 ,\rtificial
-ay _~l,-~[2+(y-l)e ]u +[1+ lu +y[x(x-l)+(y-.3) (6-.7)]u
xx 1+(2x) e YY cf
DOM AIN unit square
Be u = 9
TRUE x + 2 -a 4--~~~~l + ('1-1) (l+x)e y + y(x+y)cos(xy)
1+(2x)
Operator: Coefficien~s may be widely varying, singular.
Right side: Complicated behavior
Boundary conditions: Dirichlet
Solution: Complicated beh~vior, with wave fronts, etc.
Parameters: a, S, r adjust the contribution of 3
independent complexities of the problem.
PRO 8 34 From infinite region problem [5]





.295776 - (x +y )/4 - 14476 (x -6x y +y )/319424
8624426 8










PRO B 35 1'or5ion for a beam lSI
u + u = 0
xx YY
DOMAIN [-1,1] x [-I,ll
Be u = g for y = ±l, (l+a)u + aUN = 9 for x = ±l
TRUE 1.1786 - .1801p + (.006)q
4 224 8 62 44 268p(x,y) =x -6x y +y , q(x,y)=x -28x y +70:< Y -28xy +y
Operator: Laplace, homogeneous
Right side: ZCro
Boundary conditions: t-tixed, Dirichlet for a==- O.
Solution: Harmonic polynomial combination.
ParaIt'Cter: a adj usts con tribution of rni xed boundary
condition; a ==- 0 is the physical problem.
22
= fuy
PF~OB 36 Adapted from Problem 27
U + B)u + _2_ u + _--='-,- U + cot y




- B)e + Blog ex + 0)
•
Operator: Possibly singular coefficients for (l = O.
Right side: Analytic ·except for a = 0; then singular.
Boundary conditions: Dirichlet
Solution: Logarithmic singUlarity for a = O.
Parameters: a adjusts distance of singularity from
domain, a adjusts relative size of exponential and




PRO B 39 Fl"OIn f,onlinear problem {4]
u + u + (1-h(x)2w(x,y)2]/6u = a
xx yy
DOMAIN unit square
Be u = 1
TRUE unknown
Opt'rator: llclmholtz type, homogeneous
Righ t side: Zero
Uoundilry conditions: Dirichlet, constant
Solution: Approximate solution w(x,y) calculated and
tabulated for 5 case.s.
Parameters: h(x) = l/x for B ~ .5,1 (Cases 1 and 2)
xhex) ~ e for a ~ .25,.5,1 (Cases 3, 4 and 5)
[:lRO B 44 ~r0m nonlinear problem [20}










Bowldary conditions: Dirichlet, homogeneous
SOlution: Approximate solution given for r ~ r(x,y)
tabulated fro~ a solution to the nonlinear problem; r
should be u,
() 2 (1 )a-l [yor/ (l+yr)]w x,y ~ -Cl -r e •
Parameters: a,a, r and 0 are phycical parameters.
Four cases are given:
1. a ~ 1.425 a = 1 Y ~.5 0 ~ 2
2. a -= 10 6 ~ 1 Y ~.5 0 2
3. a ~ 1.425 B ~ 2 Y = .04 0 ~ 25
4. a ~ 1.425 ~ = 2 y ~.5 0 ~ 2
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PROS 47 Artificial
u + u .= f
xx yy
DOMAIN unit square




Right side: variable singularities
Boundary conditions: Dirichlet
SOlution: Singularity of variable strength.
Parameter: a adjusts singularity strength.








Boundary conditions: Did chlet
Solution: Approximate solution given for r = r(x,y)
tabulated from a solution to the nonlinear problem; r
should be u,
w(x,y) = _(1.425)2 [(1+B_r)/Bla-1ey(r-l)/r.
Parameters: (a,B,..,) are physical parameters. Four
cases are given: (1,.5,2), (1,.5,25), (2,.04,2) and
(2,.5,2).
PRO 8 51 Fluid flo" (18)
1 1
u + - U + - U = -10
xx x x 2 yy
oOM A I N unit square x
Be u=o for x::.l; uN=O for x,y=O;
TRUE Unknown
Au +Bu '" 0 for y = 1y
Operator: Singular coefficients
Right side: Constant
Bo:::~r: {~nd~t~o~s, ':::~d= {~ ~
Solution: Has singularity, unusual
Parameters: 0 adjusts position of









or 4y2 = -0.
PROS 54 Artificial
2 2 2{l+x)u +(l+A)u +2xu +16yAu -(l+(8y-x-4) )u = f
xx yy x Y A{y) = 4y2 + a
unit square
u ::. g
3B = max{O,(3-x/A(y» ], C = max[O,x-A(y»)
. f 02 -B/C. 0D = 0 1 C <. , D = e 1£ C ~ . 2
2 3 2
u(x,y) =2.25x(x-A(y)) (l-D}/(4A(y) )+l/(l+(8y-x-4) )
Operator: Expand~d form of self-adjoint op~rator.
Analytic.
Right side: Cornplicilt~d with possible wild behavior.
Boundary conditions: Dirichlet
Solution: Wildly behaving for a
singularities [or x - 4y2 = a
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APPENDIX TWO: TilE COMPARISONS MADE AND SUBJECTIVE RANKI"'GS
Tahle b presents the information about the comparisons made. The













The columns correspond to all the pairs of evaluations made lI'ith the two
pl"Ol:r:lJl1S intlicatcd by the abbreviations. An asterisk shows the comparison
\~as used in the study. P shows that the comparison was not made because
one oj" the methods was doing so poorly that the comparison values would
not be computed reliably from the raw data. I shows that the comparison
\"as not llIade bcc<i.llse of problems with the raw data, but it is inconclusive
as to the performance situation. The blanks shows that the comparison has
IInl bet'l] madc for reasons such a~ (i) onc of the methods is inapplicable,
(i i) till' program has a limjtation that makes it inapplicable (iii) chance
hchavioJ" ruins the comparison (e.g. symmetry produces the exact. answer).
The lHlInber N of POEs in each comparison is given at the bottom of the
L,lhl c.
The raw data for this experiment is saved in the ELLPACK data base
01" ell iptic POE software performance data and may be obtained by persons
interested in giving it serious study.
Table 7 presents the rankings made by a subjective examination of the
. t t' e Tile comparl' sons presented in Table 5plots 01- error versus compu er 1m.
"I.e based on this data. f\ ranking of 1 corresponds to the best performance.
Table 6:
25
POE's IN THE COMPARISONS
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Table 7: SUBJECTIVE RANKINGS




5 7 6 2 4 3 1
3 2 7 1 6 4 5 3 2 1
7 I 8 3 7 6 5 4 1 1
8 -, 8 6 5 7 2 4 3 1
9 I 7
"
5 4 3 2 1
"




5 4 4 3 2 1
to 2 7 8 6 5 4 3 2 1
10 3 7 8
"
5 3 3 2 1
]0 '1 (, 8 5 7 3 4 2 1
to 7 7 8 6 4 4 3 2 1
Jj 2 8 7 6 4 4 3 2 1
II 3 7 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
lJ 4 7 S 6 5 3 3 2 1
II 5 7 8 5 5 3 3 2 1
I :) 1 3 1 1
15 1 2 ]
]5 2 2 1
17 1 8 7 6 4 5 3 2 1
17 2 7 8 5
"
3 3 2 1
17 3
"
6 4 6 3 5 2 1
20 ] J 2
20 2 1 2
21'1 2 2 1 2
30 4 1 2
30 8 2 1
34 1 5 3 3 2 1
~S 1 5 3 3 2 1
~h 2 1 J
39 2 1 3 3 1
39 , 3 1 3 3 2
4< 2 2 J 3 3
"1 3 2 1 2 2
47 2 7 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
,19 3 2 1
51 I I 2
54 I ] 2
'i
,
